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D avid joined the B T O staffat much the same time that I did, late in 1968, 

bringing with him an already impressive list of publications and a 
special reputation as an owl man. Soon, the Populations Section was 
getting used to his powerful personality—he was, and remains, a 
determined, even obdurate, debater—and his lean figure became familiar 
striding over census plots in Buckinghamshire and Hertfordshire farmland. 
He still kept long-range fingers on attractive, but tough-going, census plots 
in his beloved New Forest and Test Valley gravel-pits. 

Late in 1970, tragedy struck, in the shape of a heavily laden and unlit 
sand lorry backing across the path of his MG Midget. Although the impact 
was not major, and David largely unscathed, a 'whiplash fracture' severed 
his spinal chord. Fortunate in these circumstances can be only a relative 
term, but 'fortunately' the accident happened almost on the doorstep of the 
world-renowned Stoke Mandeville spinal injuries centre, where David 
spent the next eight months acclimatising to a new way of life, in a 
wheelchair with only very limited movements. Few people would immedi
ately cancel their life check-lists, but this he did, getting his 'new' life tally 
well into double figures while flat on his back under traction in a hospital 
ward. 

With a certain amount of ingenuity and tape-recorders, it was possible 
for David to resume work almost immediately. He carried on the task of 
editing BTO News—one that he still enjoys because of the many contacts it 
provides with birds, birdwatchers and current affairs. There was even a 
paper written during this period—on Ring Ouzels—which, in an unusual 
acknowledgments section, records his thanks to the Stoke Mandeville staff. 
O n discharge, David returned to work at the BTO in Tring. From his home 
and work—both specially modified to suit wheelchair life—and with the 
help of colleagues and friends, he maintains his research and analytical 
interests and keeps up his birdwatching and wide interests in sport. 

His enthusiasm for birdwatching, and for searching out a scarcity when 
the opportunity arises, has not changed, although obviously the tactics 
have had to be amended. A carefully (or wrecklessly—sic) driven car can 
penetrate amazingly difficult terrain, and I, for one, was often irritated by 
the longer and better views that David (seated warmly in the car) got of 
woodland or shore birds than did I, venturing into the chilly wilds on foot. 
With co-operation from wardens and boatmen, visits to the Fames and into 
the English Channel for seabirds proved possible and exciting for all 
concerned. With the help of tape lures—invaluable in such circum
stances—the newly established Firecrests in Buckinghamshire, Cetti's 
Warblers in Kent and the old faithful Marsh Warblers in Worcestershire 
co-operated to the extent of almost sitting on the car bonnet. The first real 
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wheelchair-rarity was perhaps the 1972 Bedford Sewage-farm Wilson's 
Phalarope: a relatively simple, if nettley, trek; but pride of place for 
endurance (on the part of pushers and carriers) must rest with the Alpine 
Accentor (the wretched bird chose to appear half-way to Lydd) that graced 
a BTO 'staff weekend' at Dungeness. His latest additions are Black Grouse 
and Golden Eagle, bringing his wheelchair-tally to 260 species, just 40 short 
of the aim set while bed-bound in Stoke Mandeville Hospital. 

Fortunately for us all, David keeps up a steady stream of publications. 
Owls feature large, but his analyses of BTO data are wide-ranging. His 
census interests currently centre on the birds of sewage-farms—carried out 
to the standard CBC rules and in an equally standard aroma that few of his 
chauffeurs can forget . . . j I M F L E G G 




